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Release Date
08/03/2019
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Pre-Order Start
18/01/2019

8.01.19 music video and digital single #1 ‘Wahrscheinlich Nie Wieder Vielleicht’ + album pre-order
1
08.02.19 music video and digital single #2 for ‘Für Deutschland Reicht’s’

08.03.19 album release + music video and digital single #3 for ‘TBA’

Album releasetour with MADSEN

CD comes with sticker and a signed photograph

LP (black) in Sleeve

advertising in many important music magazines MARCH 2019

o Start Magazine – collective display and editorial
o Prianah – collective display and editorial
o Schall Magazine – collective display and editorial
Song placements in European magazine compilations

Instore decoration:

o MEDIA MARKT: local flyer, regional advertising, maybe signing session
o SATURN: regional flyerbanner placement
Direct marketing/placard: Towntalker Plakat Campaign throughout Germany: 12 cities

AMAZON: banner placement

Cooperations:

o Apple: post and playlisting and album highlighting
o Spotify; post and playlisting
Spotify playlists in all European territories

Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Google+ organic promotion

Artist Facebook: promoted posts, one exclusive post for Amazon Artist Spotlight; Standard: iTunes,

Amazon, Spotify, GooglePlay
Label Facebok: Facebook Ads, promoted posts + posting all news via Facebook, Instagram,

Homepage etc.
Facebook ads and promoted posts + Google ads in both the search and display networks, bing ads

and gmail ads + one exclusive post for Amazon/iTunes/Spotify
Twitter: various tweets during album campaign – iTunes, Amazon, GooglePlay, Spotify

Banner advertising on more than 60 most important Metal & Rock websites all over Europe

Additional booked ads on Metal Hammer Germany and UK, and in the Fixion network

(mainly Blabbermouth)
Video and pre-roll ads on YouTube

Ad campaigns on iPhones for iTunes and Google Play for Androids

Banners, featured items at the shop, header images and a background on nuclearblast.de and

nuclearblast.com
Features and banners in newsletters, as well as special mailings to targeted audiences in support

of the release

A NEW SOLO ALBUM
WHICH PACKS A
SERIOUS PUNCH –
BECAUSE FERRIS MC
IS MAKING ROCK MUSIC
Over 20 years ago, FERRIS MC (alias of Sascha Reimann) moved to hamburg
and made history in German hip-hop with the Mongo Clikke. Now he announces
a new solo album which packs a serious punch – because Reimann is making
rock music. The multifaceted artist looks back on his varied carrier - stylistic inconsistency and a penchant for changing genres has been there throughout. So
FERRIS MC already surprised with rough left field beats and riffs on his first solo
album »Asimetrie« (1999) and »Fertich!« (2001) instead of the current gangster
rap cliché.
“Punk rock and rap had a formative influence in my youth, that’s why there is
a minimum of one crossover track on almost every record I made”, explains
Reimann.
“With rap I reached the point where I can just repeat myself over and over again
to fulfil expectations. But this is not how music works for me because I have to
make my grade to release the energy I need to turn in a good record.”

Price Code: CD04
AE 4604-2
CD


Price Code: LP15
AE 4604-1
LP


Territory:

World

Style:

Rock

The content of the record covers a wide spectrum of subjects. The title track
‘Wahrscheinlich Nie Wieder Vielleicht’ and ‘Allianz Der Außenseiter’ allude to
his neverending role of the underdog. ‘Niemandsland’, the only rap track on
the record denounces the prevailing consumption and meritocracy. Musically, the
record has plenty to offer, beside the calmer tracks like ‘Der Teufel Tanzt Weiter’
there are a lot of heavy songs such as ‘Shitstorm’ too.
“I’ve made this record for the people who like handmade music and are ready
to embark on a shouting and screaming FERRIS MC dispassionately of his past
and letting his rapping alter ego behind.” the musician summarizes his record.
“I no longer want to help oneself of an image. I want to make music which suits
me as a human being. It’s time to show the world who I really am.”
Following the studio collaboration with MADSEN there will be several support
shows on the Lichtjahre-Tour 2019. So prepare yourself because the third decade
of the self-appointed freak stands in the sign of Rock!

uu Tracklists:
CD:
01. Allianz Der Außenseiter | 02. Wahrscheinlich Nie Wieder Vielleicht | 03. Was Ist Aus Mir Geworden | 04. Die Normalen | 05. Für Deutschland Reicht’s
06. Shitstorm | 07. Der Teufel Tanzt weiter | 08. Scherben Bringen Glück | 09. Krank | 10. Mein Herz Hat ‘Ne Knarre | 11. Amok Amok Amok | 12. Niemandsland
13. Friedhof Der Kuscheltiere | 14. Fake News

Line up:
SASCHA REIMANN | vocals

Even though many musicians tend to ensconce themselves in a niche sooner or
later, Ferris doesn’t pigeon-hole himself. Neither as a musician nor as an actor –
his second nature. While the first years of his carrier where coined with hip-hop,
the second decade was shaped by joining the electro formation DEICHKIND in
which he was a member from 2008 till 2018.
With »Wahrscheinlich Nie Wieder Vielleicht« FERRIS MC is heralding the start
of his rock era.
The changeover to the guitar sound wasn’t difficult for him. It’s quite the contrary,
he found his roots. “I liked and listened from RAMONES via DIE ÄRZTE through
to EXPLOITED in the 80’”.
Born in the Rhineland he looks back onto his youth “I was a little punk back then
and wanted to make music myself. It was fabulous and super fun to be in the
studios with MADSEN and to record this new album. All of a sudden I felt like 18
again – fresh and unspent”
Beside producing the record, MADSEN cut it live in the studios. A close collaboration which was a lot of fun for both sides.

www.facebook.com/ferrismachtlaut/ · www.instagram.com/sascha.ferris.reimann_official/
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